
Petition to Restore ASQ 
 
We, the undersigned, are concerned ASQ Members and Member Leaders who seek to Restore ASQ and reverse the 
harm that actions taken under the efforts of ASQ Transformation have caused to the Society and ASQ Sections and 
Divisions: 
1) That policies enacted affecting the governance, structure, and funding of ASQ, Sections and Section Affairs, and 

Divisions and Technical Communities be rescinded, previous policies restored, and future policies be put to a 
member vote requiring a 2/3 majority. 

2) That the Member Unit Operating Agreement that Section and Division leaders were forced to sign under threat of 
being removed and/or having their Section or Division dissolved be rescinded, previous agreements restored, and 
future agreements require the actual agreement of Section and Division leaders and members requiring a 2/3 
majority of the affected Section or Division membership. 

3) That the previous funding model of member dues allocations to Sections and Section Affairs, and Divisions and 
Technical Communities be restored.  Sections or Divisions can then choose to share funds with other Sections or 
Divisions at their discretion. 

4) That Section and Division reserves, investments, operating accounts, and other accounts be restored in full and 
returned to the affected Sections and Divisions. 

5) That ASQ Headquarters be restructured to solely focus on providing functional and transactional support of ASQ 
with the minimum level of staffing necessary and that ASQ Headquarters staff not directly engage in proposing or 
promoting changes to the governance, structure, or funding of ASQ. 

6) That the option to replace ASQ Headquarters with a capable association management service at a lower cost to the 
Society be explored. 

7) That ASQ Headquarters or a selected association management service be required to operate within its approved 
budget, maintain a balanced budget, and return unused funds to the use of the Society and that cost savings 
resulting in reversing ASQ Transformation be used to reduce Member dues to a reasonable level for a professional 
society and maintain a reasonable reserve for ASQ. 

8) That if ASQ Headquarters remains as an entity that the ASQ Center headquarters building in Milwaukee be sold and 
more cost-effective office space location and arrangements be made. 
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